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Fundamentals of Chemistry and Physics: Week 27 HOMEWORK CHECKLIST

ALL Grades 
“Due” on April 28th

_____  (4 points) Read Lesson 27: Turn Up the Heat With Some Good Vibrations! (WITH 
VIDEO REFERENCES)   IMPORTANT!!  PLEASE READ!!!  Again, this lesson is set up 

differently, same as last week, with the video links referenced within the lesson.  I tried to stick to 
just three main points for each form of energy to keep it short as I’m sure you all are ready to be 

done!  The videos with an asterisk reinforce these main points so try to watch those.  I included 
a “More to Explore” section for those that would like to dig a little deeper into related topics with 

these last two energy forms.  These videos are optional.

_____  (1 point) Lab Notebook—Record What You’ve Learned
After reading the lesson and exploring the various videos, record what you have learned 

about thermal and sound energy.  Draw pictures, mind map, or write out definitions for key 
vocabulary words and concepts.  Use whatever pages are next available.

____   (1 point) Putting What You’ve Learned into Action: Make an instrument
There are many ways to make an instrument from a simple drum to a stringed 

instrument. Refer to the suggested activities posted within the lesson or find one on 
your own. Explore how vibrations make sound and what makes the sounds high or low. 
You may also choose an activity exploring thermal energy if you would prefer. Record 
your chosen activity in your lab notebook on the next available page.  Extra Credit 
Opportunity or Just for Fun!: Using your homemade musical instrument “play” along 
with the Star Wars theme music (link below; only play a minute of it) and send me a 
video.  If I get enough responses, I will have my husband splice the videos together into 
one cool music video and send it to you in an email.  Darth can’t wait to hear from you!  
Star Wars Theme: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_D0ZQPqeJkk (STOP at 1:20 mark)

____   (1 point) Final Writing Assignment (GRADED—In Place of a Quarter Test)
In place of a final quiz, there will be a final writing assignment.   With varying 

household situations in bringing all schoolwork home, studying for a quiz is not the best 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_D0ZQPqeJkk
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assessment for all students in wrapping up this quarter’s learning of physics since some 
may not be able to spend as much time as needed to grasp the concepts.  INSTEAD, I 
want each student to write a list OR paragraph on the most fascinating, favorite, or 
useful things that they have learned about energy this quarter or about physics, in 
general, for the semester.   Third grade will need to include three things that they 
have learned, fourth grade will need four, fifth grade will need five, and sixth 
grade will need six.  Again, it can be in list form or in a one-paragraph form, but either 
way they need to be in complete sentences.   One sentence per item learned is 
acceptable, but include a reason WHY it is fascinating, a favorite, or useful to you.  You 
may use your lessons and notes.   I repeat, I am NOT asking you to write a 
paragraph for each thing learned…just a complete sentence for each either in a 
list form or in one paragraph total.  You may type it and send it to me electronically 
OR handwrite it and send me a picture by text or email.   You will be graded on your 
thoughtfulness and effort.   Don’t just pick random things. Look over your past lessons 
and your lab notebook and think about what new things you have learned that surprised 
you and what stands out to you the most.   This writing assignment is in place of a final 
quarter test and is due no later than April 28th.

____   (1 point) Final Project Wacky Race Vehicle (GRADED)
Send me a video, if you have not already done so, according to the revised final 

project guidelines posted on the SHARE website for Week 25.  

Parent Signature: ______________________________________________________________

Homework Completion Grade  _______/8 points


